Class 08: Higher-Order Graphics

Held: Wednesday, February 7, 2007

Summary: Today we begin to explore higher-order programming, a key aspect of functional programming, in the context of the GIMP and Script-Fu.

Related Pages:

- EBoard.
- Lab: Higher-Order Graphics

Notes:

- I got the talks wrong - Tomorrow’s talk is on the Automation of Athletic Recruiting.
- Are there questions on HW3?
- Friday’s reading is also online (Representing Images).
- Three readings distributed for next Monday. Note that one reading (What Made Lisp Different) is a subset of another (Revenge of the Nerds). Comment on them separately.

Overview:

- The basics of higher-order procedures.
- Lab.

Higher-Order Procedures

- Things that I hope you remember from the reading:
  - Anonymous procedures.
  - Currying.
  - Sectioning.
  - Composition
  - c-t
- Yes, we’ll take time for your questions and answers.

Lab

- Your exploration will continue in a laboratory.